WELCOME TO SMARTER

Commercial Security

MULTIPLE LOCATIONS.

One view.

Manage intrusion detection, energy use, access and video
systems across every business location in real time from
a single, intuitive interface: The Enterprise Dashboard.
View real-time status of properties, filtered by arming state,
open/close time and access state.
Organize locations into a top-down hierarchy of groups or regions,
instead of managing locations separately.
Save time and increase consistency with global management
of user codes, access permissions and system settings.
Ensure consistent security across all locations with automatic software
updates, end-to-end encryption and two-factor authentication.
Schedule multi-site roll-up reports to get actionable insight across
all properties automatically.

DETAILED AND TIMELY

Operational Insights
& Awareness
See critical information from multiple locations with daily,
weekly and monthly reports.
Get real-time notifications if employees open late or close early.
Gain awareness and evidence of activity in sensitive
or restricted areas.
See graphs of your busiest times of day to help inform
staffing decisions and track the impact of promotions.

A NEW WAY TO

Monitor Your Business
Transform the way you protect your business with Business
Activity Analytics. This powerful feature uses your business
cameras to monitor traffic flow and the movement of people
across multiple locations to help you make informed decisions.
Determine total net occupancy at any given time with
multidirectional counting
Use heat maps to track and visualize where people spend the most
time within an area during a specified date or time range
Count how many people are in a defined area at any given point and
get alerts when too many people are in one place
Measure average customer wait time and get alerts if the queue
length or average wait time exceeds preset limits

Business Activity Analytics Report
Bar + Restaurant

BEST-IN-CLASS

Intrusion Detection
Keep your locations, inventory and equipment protected
24/7 with intelligent, automated security.
Create and delete user codes instantly. Manage your monitoring
station emergency contact list directly from the Alarm.com app
or website.
Auto-arming and dual path communication ensure that your property
never gets left unprotected.
Receive video alerts when an alarm is triggered. Quickly cancel
or verify alarms right from the alarm.com app.
Keep your system safe with robust data and network security,
including end-to-end encrypted traffic and two-factor authentication.

CLOUD-MANAGED

Video Surveillance
24/7 on site recording, cloud event storage, health
monitoring, and intelligent analytics ensure that your
footage is always available when you need.
Automatically capture and store footage of alarms and arm/disarm
events in secure, offsite cloud servers.
Perimeter detection analytics accurately detect people and vehicles
entering your property, while filtering out unimportant motion like
rain or shadows.
Receive real-time alerts for trespassers or unexpected guests
in prohibited areas or after hours.
24/7 video health monitoring ensures that cameras are always
online and recording with unobstructed views.

STREAMLINED

Access Control
Combine intuitive, cloud-based user management with
seamless alarm and video integration in a scalable solution.
Add or remove access users and cards in seconds with the
Alarm.com app or web dashboard.
Increase efficiency by bulk-adding hundreds of users at once
or setting cards to automatically deactivate on a certain date.
Lock, unlock and buzz doors open from anywhere with your mobile app.
Reduce false alarms by setting your intrusion panel to automatically
disarm when the first person accesses a door.
Find video of access events instantly from your access history timeline.

Smarter Access Control with HID Aero is a powerful solution for
managing access to your business properties. With multi-site
management, swipe to disarm, expiring access and credentials bulk
upload features, you can easily manage a wide range of access control
and intrusion setups—all through Alarm.com’s website and app.

INTELLIGENT

Energy Management
& Temperature Monitoring
View, manage and control temperatures, set points, and local
thermostat access across multiple locations.
Automate your thermostat schedules and save money with Smart Away Mode, which
automatically adjusts temperatures when systems are armed and employees leave.
Track temperatures of critical assets like walk-in refrigerators and data closets.
Receive alerts if temperatures exceed a set range.
Cellular communication and long battery life ensure that critical temperatures are
monitored, even if the property loses power or internet.
Retrieve historical reports summarizing temperature conditions for compliance.
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